MANCHESTER COMMUNICATION PRIMARY ACADEMY

INTENT AND SEQUENCING
Creative Arts Subject Overview

Curriculum

Nursery
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

SUMmer 2

Topic

Marvellous Me

glow in the dark

Artic Adventures

its a bugs life

Under the sea

Collaborart

Objectives

Drawing
1. Begin to hold and use
a pencil
Printing
1. Begin to print with a
variety of objects
Sculpture
1. Begin to handle, feel
and explore materials
DT
1. Begin to explore
joining different material
Painting
1. Explore colour

Drawing
2. Begin to experiment
with mark making
Printing
2. Begin to print with
block colour
Sculpture
2. Begin to manipulate
materials
DT
2. Explore different
materials to develop
their own ideas
Painting
2. Name primary colours

Drawing
3. Begin to use drawings
to tell a story
Printing
3. Begin to explore
simple patterns
Sculpture
3. Begin to Shape and
mode
DT
3. Explore different
fabrics for sensory
experiences
Painting
3.Explore colour mixing

Drawing
4.Encourage accurate
drawings of people to
show emotion
Printing
4. Begin to explore
printing with natural
resources
Sculpture
4. Begin to construct
DT
4. Begin to explore
weaving
Painting
4.Begin to use brushes
to paint

Embedding & applying
all skills taught

CollaborArt - mixed
media project, applying
skills learnt
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Reception
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Topic

Getting To Know
You

We’re In The Land Of
Make Believe

Fantastic Beasts

Superheroes

Buckle Up, We’re Go- Amazing Animals
ing On A Journey

Objectives

Drawing
1.Can hold and use a pencil
Painting
1. Is confident with mixing
colours
Printing
1.Confidently print with a
variety of objects
DT
1.Develop their own ideas
of which materials they will
use
Sculpture
1.Confidently handle, feel
and enjoy manipulating
materials

Drawing
2. Begin to use a variety of
drawing tools
Painting
2. Can confidently name the
primary colours
Printing
2.Explore printing with
block colour
DT
2. Confidently enjoys joining
basic materials
Sculpture
2. Construct with a purpose

Drawing
3.Use drawings to tell a
story
Painting
3. Learn the names of
different tools used for
painting
Printing
3. Explore rubbings
DT
3.Explores simple collages
Sculpture
3.Shape and model
confidently

Drawing
Apply and embed skills
4.Explore different lines and taught
textures
Painting
4.Can use a range of
coloured tools to make
colored marks
Printing
4.Explores simple symmetry
DT
4.Can create collaboratively,
sharing ideas and resources
Sculpture
4.Begin to use tools to
shape and model
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Year 1
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1 and 2

Topic

under the sea

the great fire of london

dinosaurs

the royal family

where we live

focus

Painting

Printing

Sculpture

Drawing

Textiles

Objectives

1.I can identify primary and
secondary colours.
I can mix 2 colours together to
create a third colour.

1.I can understand that printing
can be used to create posters,
pictures, fabrics etc

1. I can manipulate playdough by
rolling, pinching and kneading

1. I can explore the work of
Stanley Chow

1.I understand what textiles is and
can talk about the properties of
materials

2. I can create dark and light
shades.

2.I can describe textures created
by rubbing and copying

2. I can explore fossils

2. I can identify and draw the basic
shapes and lines to draw a face

2. I can do a running stitch on a
piece of card, using a large eye
needle

3. I can use a range of mark
making tools to create different
textures

3.I can print using different objects 3. I can explore different
to create a variety of patterns and techniques of creating an
textures
impression in playdough

3. I can experiment with creating
different shades and tones (in
pencil)

3. I can do a running stitch using
binka, wool and a large eye
needle

4. I can explore how colour can
affect mood.

4. I can experiment with crayon
printing

4. I can plan my fossil design

4. I can develop my ideas using
marker pens and watercolour
paints

4. I can attach 2 pieces of fabric
together using glue

5. I can apply different painting
techniques to create an
underwater painting.

5. I can use crayon printing to
create a firework picture

5. I can create my fossil in clay

5. I can create a portrait of a
member of the Royal family

5. I can evaluate my final piece of
work

6. I can evaluate my final piece of
work and the process I’ve gone
through.

6.I can evaluate my final piece of
artwork

6. I can evaluate my final product

6. I can evaluate my work

CollaborArt after Transition

Vocab

Tools, primary colours, secondary
colours, textures, tools, shade,
light, dark, paper, brushwork

Printing, Symmetry, Repeating
Patterns, Rubbing, Copying,
Textures, transfer, card, shape,
effect, first

Pinch, roll, knead, impression,
clay, fossils, model, prehistoric

Draw, lines, shape, proportion,
position, shades, tones, outline,
trace, anti-clockwise, before,
impressionism

Textiles, running stitch, glue,
together, fabric, binka, wool,
needle, craft, position, direction

outcomes

Underwater Painting
(Yellena James)

Tudor house in flames

Dinosaur fossils

Portrait

Binca canvas house
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Year 2
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Topic

pirates

gunpowder plot

on safari

magnificent
mancunians

Oh I do Like To Be
Beside The Seaside

Stories from
Around the World

focus

DT Textiles

Painting

Sculpture

Drawings

Printing

Food

Objectives

1. I can explain how different
mechanisms work

1.Explore pointillism art
(Georges Seurat and Paul
Signac)

1. I can share my ideas on an
African safari experience

1. I can explore the work of
Lowri

1.I can explore the technique
of String Art

1. I can name different fruits
and vegetables.I can explain
where some food grows

2.I can explore and evaluate
a range of mechanisms. I can
create simple mechanisms

2.Begin to describe colours
creating different tones/ tints
lighter/ darker with the use
of black & white

2. I can use a range of
materials creatively to design
and make my animal

2. I can draw/ copy lines
from observation to create
matchstick people

2.I can share my ideas of a
seaside experience

2.I can explore and evaluate
existing products. I can
explain why I need to eat fruit
and vegetables.

3. I can select the appropriate
tools for cutting and joining

3.confidently express links
between colour and emotion

3.I can explain how to make
my sculpture stronger, stiffer
and more stable.

3. I can use a range of media
including pencil, sharpies and
charcoal

3. I can plan and create my
seaside print

3. I can prepare and make a
healthy salad made from root
vegetables.

4. I can make moving
puppets/ pictures using
levers, sliders and axles.

4. I can experiment with a
small paint brush to create
different sized dots

4. I can develop a wide range
of art and design techniques
in using colour, pattern,
texture, line, shape, form and
space to decorate my animal.

4. I can explore the for, mid &
background of a landscape
painting and then create my
own

4. I can create a colour wash

4. I can explain where fish
comes from and why it is
important to eat fish.

5. Experiment with, construct
and join recycled natural and
manmade materials with
more confidence

5. I can create a Lowry
inspired drawing with
different layers

5. I can apply my seaside
print to my colour wash card

5.I can prepare a tasty fish
salad.

5. I can evaluate my final
product.

6. I can evaluate my final
piece of work

6. I can evaluate my work

6. I can explain where
different fruits come from.
I can prepare a tasty fruit
salad.

5. I can evaluate my work
5. I can plan my firework
against a given design criteria painting

6.I can apply my knowledge
of pointillism to create my
firework painting.
7. I can evaluate my work

CollaborArt after Transition

vocab

Mechanisms, cutting, axles,
leavers, slider, design criteria,
evaluate, join, pivot, moving,
cotton, decorate, patch work,
cross stitch, sew

Pointillism, tones, shades,
brush stroke, apply, long
before, century

sculpture, join, recycled,
assemble, design,
imagination

Observation, background,
foreground, midground,
layers, matchstick, sketch

colour wash, seaside, print,
apply, PVA glue, critique,
contrast, background,
symmetrical, landscape

Healthy, balanced, meal,
varied, ground, grown, fruit,
vegetables, food groups,
modern era

outcomes

Pirate/Parrot Puppets

Firework Painting

Safari animals

Drawing in the style of Lowry

Seaside print

Different dishes from around
the world
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Year 3
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Topic

Ancient Egypt

Natural Disasters

Romans In Britain

Tudors

Contrasting Settlements

Stonehenge

focus

DT (Food)

Painting and sculpture

Sculpture

DT (Textiles)

Drawing and painting

Technological World

Objectives

1. To understand basic
kitchen hygiene and safety

1. Explore and design a
volcano

1. I can explore mosaics

1. I can recognise features
of Tudor houses

1.I can explore the work of
Michael Tompsett

2. To identify kitchen
equipment and its uses
(flatbread recipe looking at
weighing, sieve)

2.Begin to understand
the use of adhesives and
methods of construction

2. I can design my own
mosaic

2. I can plan my own design
of a Tudor house

2.I can plan and design
a Thompsett inspired
silhouette cityscape.

1.I understand how key
events and individuals in
design and technology
have helped shape the
world.

3. Identify food groups
(Eat well guide: link back
to the ingredients used in
the flatbread recipe and
discuss how to make it
more healthy).

3. I can use and understand
the technique of paper
mache.

3. I can roll, measure and
shape clay to create my tile

3. I can construct my Tudor
house out of cardboard
boxes

3. I can create a background
using splash painting

4. To understand seasonal
ingredients and when they
are available (linking to
different types of breads)

4.Introduce a variety of
brushes for different
techniques with painting –
scratching, splashing

4. I can cut and shape clay
pieces to recreate my
design

4. I can embellish my Tudor
house

4. I can use sponges to mix
and blend different paints

5. To understand nutritional
content and use this to
adapt a flatbread recipe.

5.I can use the appropriate
language to describe skills
and techniques whilst
evaluating my final product.

5. I can use a clay slip to join
pieces together

5. I can measure and mark
out my design onto my
white Tudor house

5. I can cut out and stick
my city silhouette onto a
background and add detail
using marker pen

6. I understand the role of
the kiln

6. I can measure, cut and
attach my fabric with
accuracy

6.I can evaluate my
completed piece;
identifying strengths/
improvements.

7. I can apply paint to my
work

7. I can evaluate my final
piece of work

6. To evaluate my flatbread
(using given structure)

CollaborArt after Transition

8. I can evaluate my final
product

vocab

tablespoons, teaspoons,
scales, mixing jugs, whisk,
weighing, sieving, mixing,
cool, texture, process

Scratching, splashing,
paper mache, frame, model,
decorate, construct,
technique, adhesive

mosaic , kiln, clay slip,
score, shape, pattern, carve,
acrylic paint

Measure, accuracy, design,
timbers, style, symmetrical,
wattle and dorb, weave,
material, fabric, thread

silhouette, cityscape,
sponging, splash paint,
blend, detail, water colours,
shade, warm, tone,
interpret, portfolio

outcomes

Ancient Eygptian Flatbread

3D volcano - paper mache
(linking to science)

Clay mosaics
(Roman vase)

Tudor Town

Michael Tompsett
Silhouette Cityscape
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Year 4
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Topic

Medicine Throughout History

Vikings

Pollution

Extreme Weather

Manchester, So
Much To Answer
For

The norman
invasion

focus

Printing

Drawing

Mechanisms

Painting

DT Textiles

Systems and Control

Objectives

1. I can use monoprinting
and marbling to create a
simple print

1.To explore viking art and
the key features

1.I can explore the use of
pulleys and linkages to get
things moving

1. To explore the ‘Great
Wave’ by Hokusai.

1.I can use a wider variety of
stitching (running stitch and
cross stitch)

1.I can apply my
understanding of
computing to program,
monitor and control a
product.

2. I can explore the work of
Andy Warhol

2.I can experiment and draw
viking knot patterns with an
understanding of scale and
proportion

2. I can explore the use of
sliders and levers to get
things moving

2.Plan and begin to develop
a painting from a drawing

2.I can develop, design and
annotate my own patch of a
picnic blanket

CollaborArt after Transition

3. I can create repeated
patterns using block
printing

3. I can apply the technique
of knotwork to a viking
dragon head

3. I can explore the use of
cams to get things moving

3.To be able to mix and
match colours, using
various tint, tones and
moods

3. I can compare different
fabrics and experiment
with creating pieces that
demonstrate mood and
feeling

4. I can sketch my design
ideas aimed at a particular
individual.

4. I can investigate and
analyse a range of keyrings.
I can use my knowledge of
viking patterns to create my
own keyring design

4. I can develop my design
using a shared design
criteria

3.Explore the use of texture
in colour

4. I can use a wider variety
of stitching to embellish my
design

5. I can create my own
printing block and use this
to create my own repeated
pattern

5. I can create my viking
inspired keyring

5. I can use different
mechanisms in my product

4.Mix colours, shades
and tones with increasing
confidence

5. I can evaluate my final
piece of work

6. I can evaluate my final
product

6. I can evaluate my work
identifying strengths &
development points.

6. I can evaluate my product 5.Use colour for a purpose
against the design criteria
and understanding of
and consider the views of
complementary colours
others to improve my work.

vocab

Monoprinting, Relief,
Polystyrene, Printing, Copy,
Sketch, Evaluate , marbling,
corrugated card, intensity,
develop

Oseberg, Borre Jellinge,
Mammen, Ringerike, Urnes,
knotwork, engrave, unique

Mechanisms, cutting,
pulleys, leavers, linkages,
slider, axles, gears, cams,
design criteria, evaluate,
join, pivot, workshop,
intricate, structure

Textures, tints, tones,
moods, shades, froth,
crashing, expressive, stroke,
characteristic

Applique, join, design,
evaluate,
Stitching, cross stitch,
running stitch, embellish,
annotate, mood, abstract,
tapestry, inlay, batik

Program, instructions,
variable, detection, monitor
and control, futurist, jpeg,
pixel, fire ware

outcomes

Design your own canvas
bag using relief printing

Viking Dragon Head Abby
Diamond

Moving puppets linked to
The Chinese New Year

Hokusai - The Great Wave

Class picnic blanket

Successfully complete the
Turtle Crossing challenge
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Year 5
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Topic

Industrial Revolution

Charles Dickens

The British Isles

Mountains and
Rivers

Ancient Greece

greek mythology

focus

Drawing

Printing

DT Food

Drawing and Painting

DT Woodwork

Objectives

1. I can practise the
techniques of toning,
shading and smudging.

1.I can explore the artwork
of William Morris

1. Recap basic hygiene and
safety in a kitchen (kitchen
hazards picture)

1.I can investigate different
artists (Claude Monet
River Thames painting and
Kathleen Dunphy mountain
and river paintings)

1. I can explore Ancient Greek architecture

2. I can use pencil to
improve my artistic
techniques

2.I can plan and make a
printing block inspired by
William Morris using tools in
a safe way.

2. To use knife skills such as
bridge and claw to make a
fruit salad.

2. I can sketch an outdoor
landscape which takes into
consideration fore, mid and
background.

2. I can use my design criteria to design a Greek temple. I
can communicate my ideas through talking, drawing and
ICT.

3. I can use crayons
to improve my artistic
techniques

3. I can use my printing
block to create a repeated
pattern on paper

3. To investigate where
3. I can mix colours to
foods come from, name and create texture and light
locate foods from around
effects
the UK

3.I can use a range of tools to measure and cut out my
wood

4. I can use charcoal
to improve my artistic
techniques

4.I can overlay colours to
create a more complex
design

4.demonstrate how we
process food at home to
make it edible and safe,
show a range of food and
ask them to explore what
needs to be done to each.

4. I can confidently apply
my painting techniques
to create my landscape
painting

4.I can use a range of tools to ensure my structure is
strong and more stable

5. I can evaluate the
different artistic techniques

5. I can apply the printing
techniques I’ve learnt
confidently to create my
final piece

5. Make Scottish Shortbread
(skills - making and shaping
a dough, bridge and claw)
6. To evaluate shortbread
using given structure.

5. I can evaluate my final
piece of work.

5.I can evaluate my work identifying strengths and areas
to improve.

6. I can sketch out my
industrial landscape.

6 I can discuss and
evaluate my own and
others work

7. I can apply my chosen
techniques.

vocab

Charcoal, sketching,
tone, shading, smudging,
line, atmosphere, mood,
silverpoint

Overlay, repeated pattern,
printing block, evaluate,
legacy, dominate, mono
print,

Hygiene, bridge, claw.
Edible, process, dough,

Fore, mid and background,
texture, light effects,
landscape , expressionism

Measure, saw, glue, frame, structure, join, finish,
construction, stronger, stable, computer aided design,
context , warp, complex, component, angle, diagonal

outcomes

Clothing garment
(waistcoat)

Wallpaper inspired by
William Morris

Scottish shortbread

Claude Monet Style
Landscape drawing

Temple of Olympian Zeus, Athens
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Year 6
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1 and 2

Topic

Macbeth

crime and punishment

wartime in britain

wartime abroad

rainforests

focus

Drawing and Painting

Food

Woodwork and Alarms

DT Textiles

Printing

Objectives

1.To explore the work of Teesha
Moore

1. I can explain what seasonality means
and know when different fruit and
vegetables are in season in the United
Kingdom.

1.To plan and explore materials for
a structure

1.I can plan and sketch my flag
design using annotated sketches
and exploded diagrams

1.I can explore printing techniques
used by various artists

2.To plan a portrait of Lady
Macbeth confidently collecting
and recording visual information
from sourcing, planning and
collecting materials

2.I can explain where, when and how a
variety of ingredients are reared, caught
and processed.

2.To work collaboratively on a
larger scale

2.I can create pattern pieces.
I can transfer my design onto
different fabrics and cut

2. I can explore wax resist using
crayons and a colour wash

3.To be able to work in a sustained
way to develop own style of
painting

3.I can taste and evaluate seasonal foods
and recognise that sometimes we need
to try a new food a few times to find out if
we like it

3. To join materials using
permanent and temporary fixings
whilst having respect for tools
and materials

3.I can embellish my design

3. I can consolidate my
knowledge of relief printing

4.Experiment with different effects
and textures including blocking
colour, washes, thickened paint to
create a textural effects

4. I can explain the importance of protein
as a proportion of a healthy varied diet.

4.To use joins that are flexible
and allow for dismantling of and
folding.

4. I can practise various stitches
(e.g. running, cross stitch and
back stitch).

4. I can sketch ideas of rainforest
imagery

5.Be able to explain which colours
work well and why in their work

5.I can work as a group to generate,
evaluate and refine recipe ideas

5. To refine work for decorative
purposes

5.I can apply my stitching
knowledge to enhance my design

5. I can create my background
using the wax resist technique

I can take feedback and improve my
designs.

1. I understand and use electrical
systems in my products
[for example, series circuits
incorporating switches, bulbs,
buzzers and motors]

6. I can evaluate my final product

6. I can create a suitable printing
block and apply prints to my
background

6.I can explain how to correctly store and
handle meat and fish. • I can prepare, cook
and evaluate a healthy seasonal meal.

7. I can evaluate my work against
the given criteria and consider
the views of others to improve my
work.

vocab

Collage, texture, textural, mixing,
blocking colour, colour washes,
layering, mediaeval, characterise

Seasonal, fruit, vegetables, protein, varied,
balanced, reared, processed, prepared,
attribute

Measure, frame, structure,
finish, construction, strengthen,
reinforce, stable, triangulation,
balsa wood,accurate, sand,
maquette

Running stitch, cross stitch,
landscape, embellish, sketch,
calico, cross section

Wax resist, colour wash, shape,
texture, apply, layer, imagery,
mood

outcomes

Lady Macbeth portrait

Design simple seasonal recipes. Prepare a
range of ingredients hygienically. Prepare,
assemble/cook ingredients.

Anderson shelter with an alarm
inside

Mini flags (countries in the war)

Rainforest print
(Henri Rousseau)
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